Introduction
The physics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation [Madden and Julian, 1972] are still in debate over 40 years since its discovery, and there is no consensus for a simple dynamical paradigm to explain it. Progress on this front is critical to understand its interaction with tropical climate dynamics and climate change.
Modern MJO theories such as the multiscale and ''skeleton'' models of Biello and Majda [2005] ; Khouider and Majda [2006] ; Majda and Stechmann [2009] and the ''moisture mode'' ideas of Raymond and Fuchs [2009] and Maloney [2012, 2013] -while in agreement about a fundamental role for moisture variations in the tropics-tend to emphasize different dynamical processes to help explain MJO physics. Some incarnations of the multiscale paradigm emphasize upscale momentum transport by the physics of mesoscale convective organization, and the importance of second or third-baroclinic heating modes due to the convective lifecycle. In contrast, some incarnations of the moisture-mode paradigm emphasize the importance of horizontal moisture advection, and column thermodynamic properties such as the gross moist stability, cloud-radiative and surface flux thermodynamic feedbacks. To the extent that both paradigms can succeed in capturing key observed MJO relationships in a minimal mathematical model, it can be difficult to find consensus for selecting between them.
In this context, it is especially important to explore the behavior of global models that make minimal assumptions about how deep convection behaves. If such a model can capture convincingly realistic MJO signals, it can be applied to explicitly test the criticality of processes emphasized by competing dynamical paradigms, in a relatively agnostic sense.
Global cloud resolving models (GCRMs) are an obviously attractive candidate. For instance, the Nonhydrostatic ICosohedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM)-which explicitly resolves deep convection globally, by covering the entire planet in convection-resolving (1-10 km) horizontal resolution, and which exhibits some This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
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success at hindcasting observed MJO activity [Miyakawa et al., 2014] . But GCRMs are currently impractical for detailed iterative MJO hypothesis testing as they tax available hardware and require time-intensive data processing to analyze.
A less computationally daunting modeling approach is superparameterization, which reduces the computational expense of explicitly resolving deep convection by confining it to idealized two-dimensional cloud resolving model subdomains embedded inside a coarse-resolution hydrostatic GCM [Grabowski, 2001; Randall et al., 2003] . This ''heterogeneously multiscale'' approach can produce realistic MJO dynamics making minimal assumptions about deep convection and its coupling to planetary scale dynamics. For example, the uncoupled Superparameterized Community Atmosphere Model (SPCAM) v3.0 [Khairoutdinov et al., 2005] produces a boreal winter MJO in which both dynamic and thermodynamic height-time anomaly composites validate well against reanalysis observations [Khairoutdinov et al., 2008; Benedict and Randall, 2009] .
We have recently explored the question of whether the realistic MJO in SPCAM depends on explicitly resolving horizontal scales in the 32-128 km regime. The artificial scale separation of superparameterization provides a convenient way to test this by restricting this scale regime. Pritchard and Bretherton [2014, Figure  1 ] showed a striking insensitivity of the superparameterized MJO to eliminating these scales through a reduction from 128 to 32 km CRM domain extent.
The purpose of this paper is to explore in more detail the consequences of radically reducing the extent of SPCAM's embedded CRM arrays -both for the MJO and for the simulated mean state. To better understand systematic responses to reduced CRM domains we sample three configurations-the standard 128 km extent, an intermediary 64 km case and the previously tested 32 km case-the latter being a domain size so small (only 8 CRM columns per array) that it can be expected to severely restrict the degree to which multiply interacting cloud types and thus mesoscale convective organization can occur, as discussed by Pritchard and Bretherton [2014] . We call these reconfigurations ''Mini-CRM'' (64 km extent) and ''Micro-CRM'' (32 km extent). More details about the modeling setup are provided in section 2.
A practical objective of exploring reduced CRM domain extents is to see if the computational efficiency of superparameterization can be enhanced for more efficient numerical analysis of MJO dynamics or even global change without compromising simulation performance. Reduced CRM extent could be a strategy for faster simulations-for instance, Micro-CRM runs 4 times faster than the standard model. The sensitivities to domain reduction are also important to document given that the current 128 km CRM extent in SPCAM can be viewed as somewhat arbitrary.
Micro-CRM is not a new idea. An 8 column, 32 km CRM configuration was previously explored by Khairoutdinov et al. [2005] who reported that it interestingly did not significantly alter several aspects of the mean climate in SPCAM3.0. In short-duration simulations, episodes of simulated intraseasonal variability also seemed qualitatively robust to using Micro-CRM (D. Randall, personal communication) . Statistical robustness of the intraseasonal portion of the equatorial OLR spectrum was recently confirmed by Pritchard and Bretherton [2014] . The impact of Mini-CRM (16 columns) has not previously been reported in the literature. In general, the role the mesoscale plays in producing favorable emergent MJO and mean state behavior in superparameterized simulations has not been explored in detail.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the model and experiment design. The results in section 3.1 show that SPCAM's high quality boreal winter MJO is mostly robust to a nearelimination of the 32 to 128 km horizontal scale regime. The mean state is analyzed in section 3.2, uncovering a surprising sensitivity of shortwave cloud forcing and liquid clouds. Discussion and a hypothesis for the latter response is in section 4 and conclusions are summarized in section 5. 
Methodology

The Model
The baseline version of SPCAM3.0 used in this study is almost identical to that analyzed previously by Khairoutdinov et al. [2005 Khairoutdinov et al. [ , 2008 ; Benedict and Randall [2009]; and Thayer-Calder and Randall [2009] . Readers are referred to Pritchard and Bretherton [2014] for further background. For reproducibility, the version of code used in this study is archived (https://svn. sdsc.edu/repo/cmmap/cam3_sp/ branches/pritchard (rev. 304)) at the Center for Multiscale Modeling of Atmospheric Processes. 
The Experiments
Results
We begin by applying standard MJO diagnostic techniques [Kim et al., 2009] . Intraseasonal anomalies of outgoing longwave radiation, lower and upper-level winds are calculated relative to a smoothed mean annual cycle for each run. From these we compute a comprehensive suite of MJO diagnostics, building up from 20 to 100 day bandpass filtered anomaly variance analysis, to wave number-frequency spectral decomposition across all intraseasonal time scales, and ultimately to lag-correlation analysis. The results give a holistic view of the simulated MJO from several vantage points, which will show an interesting insensitivity of the superparameterized MJO to shrinking the extent of its embedded CRM arrays by factors of 2 and 4. Trivariate empirical orthogonal function decomposition using the approach of Wheeler and Hendon [2004] confirms this finding, but is not shown for brevity. Figure 1 examines the effect of reduced CRM extent on the horizontal structure of 20-100 day filtered variance in outgoing longwave radiation. Both versions of SPCAM have too much intraseasonal OLR variance, by almost a factor of two (note distinct color scales in Figure  1a versus other plots). This is a well known bias in the baseline uncoupled SPCAM3.0-it produces a realistic MJO signal, but with greatly exaggerated amplitude [Benedict and Randall, 2009] . There are some regional differences, but overall reducing the CRM extent does not strongly impact the overall magnitude and spatial pattern of intraseasonal fluctuations in both winds and convection-which resemble the standard model in both the Mini and Micro-CRM configurations.
MJO Response
The 850 hPa zonal wind intraseasonal variance in Figure 2 is also fairly insensitive to the CRM extent. Again, all the simulations overestimate the overall variance compared to observations, but to a lesser extent than for OLR. Tropical modes of low-level wind variability appear strikingly insensitive to reduced CRM extent from the holistic diagnostic perspective of wave number-frequency analysis. Figure 3 reveals virtually indistinguishable wind spectra in all SPCAM simulation configurations. Neither the dominant MJO feature (eastward zonal wave number 1 and time scales greater than 30 days) nor the background red noise component of tropical zonal wind variability is strongly affected from this perspective.
Wave number-frequency analysis of outgoing longwave radiation in Figure 4 confirms the general insensitivity of the MJO spectral feature to CRM extent. That is, the raw OLR spectral feature in the MJO scale regime resembles the standard model's signal, albeit riding atop a higher amplitude red noise background (which is somewhat of an improvement) but with qualitatively comparable east-west power ratio. However analysis of the corresponding OLR signal-to-noise spectra (not shown) indicates there is a somewhat unfavorable blurring of the distinct separation between the Moist Kelvin Wave (MKW) and MJO modes, especially in the extreme case of Micro-CRM. Overall, the insensitivities above support the hypothesis of Pritchard and Bretherton [2014] that restricting mesoscale dynamics in the 32-128 km horizontal scale regime may not fundamentally alter the basic physics that underpin SPCAM's MJO. Consistent with this view, lag-regression analysis in Figure 5 shows that for all tested configurations of SPCAM, to the east of the regression region at 10S, 10N 75E-100E, a convective OLR correlation streak moves through the regression zone at approximately the observed zonal phase speed, realistically flanked in longitude and time by oppositely signed low level wind anomalies. That is, the essence of an MJO signal exists in all configurations. Secondary modulations of the MJO are nonetheless evident due to reduced CRM extent. For instance, the zonal propagation of wind and convective anomalies through the eastern Indian Ocean equatorial regression zone is more coherent under Mini-CRM than in the standard model. This is a favorable refinement of the MJO signal, perhaps consistent with the shift to more on-equatorial OLR variance over the Indian Ocean noted in Figure 1 , given the positioning of the reference regression region in this analysis. Distortions of the MJO include zonal wind zonal phase speed anomalies that are too fast in both Mini and Micro-CRM configurations. But, to first order, Mini-CRM has mostly preserved the existence and basic attributes of SPCAM's MJO signal from the perspective of OLR-wind lag regression analysis.
Robustness of SPCAM's MJO to reduced CRM extent has been further confirmed in trivariate empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis following the standard methodology of Wheeler and Hendon [2004] (not shown). In summary, eliminating the largest scales of mesoscale dynamics by reducing CRM extent produces a statistical composite MJO signature with spatial scale, zonal phase speed, and intrinsic wind-convection anomaly structure that are all remarkably similar to the standard SPCAM's MJO. Secondary changes to the MJO include favorably enhanced equatorial convective activity over the Indian Ocean, unfavorable wind anomaly zonal phase speedup, and favorable coherent convective propagation over the Maritime continent, as well as a favorable muting of local MJO variance there. Higher frequency tropical wave modes respond more than the MJO to reduced CRM extent, including a slight blurring of the MKW and MJO modes.
Mean State Response
The above analysis suggests that reducing CRM extent can achieve a key benefit of superparameterized simulations for MJO analysis with much less computational cost. However, aspects of the simulated mean state are more sensitive to the CRM extent, notwithstanding the discussion in Khairoutdinov et al. [2005] . Figure 6 compares the zonal mean cloud radiative forcing and precipitation in the control and test simulations against observational climatology. Particularly important features for deep convective disturbances and the MJO are the mean rainfall rate and associated longwave cloud forcing. Consistent with overall MJO insensitivity, these aspects of the zonal mean state are not strongly sensitive to Mini-CRM.
The mean shortwave cloud radiative forcing is more sensitive to reducing the CRM domain size. Figure 6a (blue lines) shows that the standard model already reflects far too much sunlight from tropical cloud systems, a well-known cloud optical bias in SPCAM [Marchand and Ackerman, 2010] . Mini-CRM and Micro-CRM tend to systematically amplify this bias even further. This does not appear to correspond to a geographical redistribution of rainfall because the region of enhanced shortwave cloud forcing (15S to 10N) coincides with both regions of decreased rainfall (e.g., 15S-5S) and increased rainfall (e.g., 0-10N; Figure 6b , red lines). This seems to suggest a change in the underlying cloud population when using reduced CRM extent. We will return to this issue in the discussion section. Figure 7 shows the geographic structure of the annual mean rainfall response to reducing the CRM extent. Figure 9e shows, however, that there is a slight amplification of the upper-tropospheric cold bias for reduced CRM domains. We will return to this feature in the discussion section.
The magnitude and horizontal pattern of basic state precipitable water is also important to the MJO from the moisture mode view. Mean state vapor is a moist static energy (MSE) reservoir that can help maintain MJO amplitude, and horizontal gradients of basic state column vapor constrain the rate at which the MJO can propagate via ''self-advection,'' or the advection of the moisture field [Pritchard and Bretherton, 2014] . Figure 10 shows that reducing CRM extent tends to dry the atmosphere over Australia, southeast Asia, and the southwestern as well as northwestern tropical Pacific ocean in the annual mean whereas it tends to moisten the atmosphere on the equator adjacent to the Maritime Continent. During DJF (not shown) regional moistening in the southeastern Indian Ocean acts to resist an unrealistically strong zonal gradient of basic moisture in the control model that may explain (via advective consequences) the more coherent and faster eastward MJO propagation in this region when using reduced CRM extent.
In summary, consistent with an insensitivity in the MJO itself, many critical aspects of the thermodynamic and dynamic basic state in SPCAM are also mostly insensitive to the use of Mini-CRM (precipitation rate, horizontal pattern of low level zonal flow, longwave cloud forcing). Some secondary mean state sensitivities seem consistent with a moisture mode view of SPCAM's MJO such as phase speedup associated with reduced magnitude of the negative zonal precipitable water gradient in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean.
Shortwave Cloud Forcing Biases and CRM Extent
We have noted a striking enhancement of shortwave cloud radiative forcing in the tropics resulting from reduced CRM extent.
This motivates the hypothesis that there is an interesting change in the nature of cloud vertical structure and hence cloud radiative feedbacks that tends to cause shortwave cloud effects to play an especially prominent role as CRM extent is reduced.
To gain some further insight into how reducing CRM extent affects the simulated cloud population, approximately seven hundred thousand daily mean model state profile snapshots were analyzed (756 model grid columns spanning the region 20S-20N, 50E-200E). To discriminate different convective regimes, CRM-domain-mean properties were binned by rain rate (1 mm bin spacing) throughout this region. Figure 11 shows the rain rate histogram for each simulation in 20S-20N, 50E-200E. Reducing CRM extent shifts the distribution toward lower rain rate conditions throughout the region, consistent with the drier time mean atmospheric column in this region when using reduced CRM extent (Figure 9 ). The precipitation PDF shifts are subtle and seem unlikely to explain the SWCF response for reduced CRM extent. Figure 12 shows the rain rate composited condensate composite profile, indicating that at all rain rates there is a systematic increase in the amount of condensate in the lower troposphere and a systematic decrease in the amount of condensate in the very highest portions of the upper troposphere when the CRM extent is reduced. A denser low, liquid cloud population is consistent with the finding of enhanced shortwave cloud forcing (Figure 5a ).
The question naturally arises as to why liquid clouds in the tropics should enhance as a result of using small CRM domains. Figure 13 provides a clue in the geographic pattern of enhanced liquid water path, which indicates that this effect occurs not only in the Warm Pool but in many tropical deep-convective regions, over both oceans and land.
We propose that a smaller CRM domain limits the efficiency of deep convective mixing by artificially restricting the room available for compensating subsidence. Figure 14 illustrates the proposed mechanism. In the standard large-domain CRM an isolated deep convective updraft only requires weak subsidence rates to balance it, since downward mass flux can be spread across a large compensating area. However, in a 2x (4x) smaller domain, the compensating subsidence rates for the same deep updraft would have to be 2x (4x) stronger inducing stronger subsidence warming that inhibits deep convection. Reduced vertical updraft mixing efficiency in turn predicts denser liquid clouds due to reduced ventilation of lower tropospheric moisture.
Consistent with the idea of reduced vertical mixing efficiency, Figure 9e has shown that reducing the CRM extent leads to a systematically cooler upper troposphere. This effect is nearly linear with respect to CRM domain size, as would be expected from the above view. Consistent with the idea that reduced deep mixing efficiency causes reduced ventilation, Figure 15 shows a systematic increase in lower tropospheric relative humidity that also scales with the CRM extent. A similar effect is seen for specific humidity (not shown).
Figures 16a and 16b confirm that consistent with the idea of domain-throttled deep convection there is a reduction of midtropospheric net upward mass flux in the CRMs stemming from weaker saturated updrafts. The relative humidity effect can thus be regarded as a response to having more cumulus detrain in the lower to mid troposphere and less in the upper troposphere.
It is natural to wonder how the idea of locally throttled deep convection fits into the broader energetic constraints of tropics-wide radiative convective equilibrium. Figures 16c and 16d show that there is remarkably little difference in the tropics-wide radiative cooling profile even when using small CRMs. Deep convection still has to make it up to the upper troposphere to balance radiative destabilization there despite the stronger subsidence resistance associated with small CRM domain sizes. Thus the upper level cooling under Micro-CRM can be viewed as a degree of freedom available to the environmental thermodynamic profile to help maintain RCE. That is, reducing thermal stratification compensates for the effects of stronger subsidence resistance. The drying aloft under Micro-CRM on regional scales suggests there is still a residual direct effect of throttled convection, which would tend to argue that environmental buffering can be ''incomplete.'' This has implications for the intensity distribution of simulated deep convection. The insensitivity of the radiative cooling rate despite throttled midtropospheric mass fluxes implies that those deep cumulus that do reach the upper troposphere in the Micro-CRM configuration must have larger positive moist static energy (MSE) perturbations, so that enough MSE flux can be converged to balance the radiative cooling, even with less mass flux. That is, the cumulus spectrum under Micro-CRM must be broader, with a tail of more energetic clouds. This is consistent with the idea of a randomly excited and constantly destabilized system trying to overcome a stronger throttle-when it does overcome, it does so energetically. 
Conclusions
The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) in the uncoupled Superparameterized Community Atmosphere Model v.3.0 (SPCAM3.0) has been shown to be mostly insensitive to eliminating large scales of mesoscale dynamics through two and four-fold reductions in the horizontal extent of its embedded cloud resolving models (CRMs)-from 128 km, to 64 km, and 32 km.
The implication for MJO physics is that 32-128 km convective organization dynamics are not critical to the high quality MJO signal in SPCAM3.0. The results may support a moisture mode view of the MJO to the extent that subtle regional changes to MJO amplitude and phase speed are consistent with expectations from the thermodynamic mean state response to reduced CRM extent. For example, MJO amplification and phase speedup in the East Indian Ocean are associated with more background moisture and a relaxed negative background zonal moisture gradient there.
The practical implication for superparameterized simulation is that reducing CRM extent may be a viable strategy for 400% more computationally efficient analysis of MJO dynamics, as in Pritchard and Bretherton [2014] . However for studying cloud feedbacks on climate or other problems in which low cloud-radiation interaction plays a central role, reduced CRM extent will require more examination due to mean state responses promoting too much liquid condensate and associated shortwave cloud effects.
In particular, excessive mean state liquid condensate develops over convectively active regions as the CRM domain size is reduced. We believe that the efficiency of vertical mixing by deep updrafts is artificially limited by the CRM domain size in superparameterized simulations based on the room available for compensating subsidence. This can result in reduced ventilation supporting a moister and hence cloudier lower atmosphere. We have argued this mechanism is physically plausible and consistent with several model sensitivities. This bias may even slightly affect the mean state simulated with 32 column wide CRM domains, the current SP-CAM standard. However it seems likely that other representational issues such as the coarse horizontal and vertical grid are more important [e.g., Marchand and Ackerman, 2010] . Our argument suggests that the bias will scale inversely with the overall number of CRM grid columns rather than the physical domain size, as long as individual updrafts remain poorly resolved and therefore one or two grid points wide. It may be worth exploring whether the liquid and shortwave biases introduced by Micro-CRM can be compensated for by retuning unconstrained CRM microphysical parameters. In general, these considerations point to the need for more extensive study of the optimal CRM configuration for deploying superparameterization for climate change projection. 
